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GROWTH OF HAAR SERIES ON THE DYADIC RATIONALS

AND UNIQUENESS

WILLIAM R. WADE

ABSTRACT.   We show that uniqueness holds for Haar series which

satisfy a certain pointwise growth condition on a certain countable set.

It was previously held that this growth condition had to hold at every

point in the interval   [0, l].

The purpose of this paper is to correct a long-standing misconception

(see [l], [2] and [4]).   In particular, we obtain the following result as a

corollary to Theorem 2:

Theorem 1.   Suppose that S(x) = S?°_0zz, Xl(x) is a Haar series which

converges except on a countable set  E C [0, l] to a function f(x) in L [O, l].

Let  D C [O, l] represent the set of dyadic rationals and suppose further that

a xAx0)
(1) lim —-=0    forxn£E U D.

22-.50 22 0

Then S  is the Haar-Fourier series of f.

It was previously held that (1) must hold for every xQ € [O, l] [l, p.

I405].   We found it curious that all examples to show (1) could not be relaxed

at a single point were examples involving dyadic rationals.   Once we were

convinced that dyadic rationals were in some sense special, we were even

more surprised that no new techniques were needed to establish this fact.

We now state our main result and indicate its proof.

Theorem 2.   Suppose that S = 2.T _Qa ,y,(x) is a Haar series which

converges almost everywhere to a Denjoy integrable function f on   [0, l].

Suppose further that for some countable subset E C [O, l],

(2) lim sup \S  (x)\ < 00    for x 4 E
n—00 r     «      ' 1

and that (1) holds for each xQ € E U D.   Then S  is the D enjoy-Haar-Fourier

series of f.
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As in [5], given any nonnegative integer  k = 2" + m (0 < m < 2") and

z = 1 or 2  denote the open interval

((277z+(z-1))/2"+1,(2t77 + z')/2"+1)

by  A(z, k), and its closure by  A*(z, k).

Lemma 1.   Let S  be a Haar series satisfying (1) for some fixed xQ and

suppose that there are integers k- > 0 and iQ = 1 or 2 such that

(3) Sk   +l(x)4 0    forx £A(i0, kQ).

Then there are integers kQ > 0 and  z '   =1   or 2  such that

(4) Sk Ax) 4 0    for x £ A(i'Q, k'0)

and

(5) x04A%'0,k'A.

Proof.   Suppose the lemma is false.   Then there is some sequence of

intervals  A(iQ, kQ), A(i'v /V j),  A(i'2, N 2) , • • • suchthat    xQ lies in the

intersection of their closures and

SN   +1(*) = 0    for x £ Mi', N),    k=l,2,---.
k

This is precisely the situation at the top of p. 224 in [A],   The remainder

of the proof follows precisely as in [4],

Lemma 2o   Let f be Denjoy integrable, T be its Haar-Fourier series

and suppose that S(x) = 2zz, y, (x) is any Haar series which converges to

f almost everywhere.   Suppose further that there exist integers kQy_0 and

z'   - 1   or 2   such that

(6) Sk'0+iM¿Tk,9+lk)   for x £ Ad'0, k'Q).

Then given any  M > 0 there are integers  k. > 0 and i. = 1 or 2 such that

A(iv *j)cA(íó. k'Q),

(?) \ + lW^r*1 + lW    forx£A(ivkl)

and

(8) \Sk   +1(x)| >M    forx £ A(iv kj.

This result is known [2, p. 333J for Haar series S which converge to

/ off a countable set.   Straightforward modifications of that proof will
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establish this lemma.   The crucial point is that no growth condition is

involved (compare with [5, Lemma 4] and [4, Lemma l]).

The proof of Theorem 2 proceeds as follows. Let E = {zy z2, •• • \

and suppose that S is not the Haar-Fourier series T of /. Then there is

at least one pair of integers   z'0, kQ  such that

SkQ+l(x)-Tko+l(x)/0    forx£A(i0,k0).

Now  T satisfies (1) everywhere (see [2]) so we can apply Lemma 1 to the

Haar series  S — T.   Since the endpoints of A(z     kQ) ate dyadic rationals,

we apply this lemma three times to  find  integers    z'„, kQ   such  that (6)

holds and such that Zj 4 A*(z'q,   k^) C A(z'      kA.   Now by Lemma 2 there

are integers   z'j, kl   suchthat (7) holds, \S.   + 1(*)| > 1  for x e A(i'1P &j) and

A(z'1# kt)  ÇA(zp,   k'Q).   In particular   A*(z'j. zfej) Ç A*(f', k'0) Ç A(iQ, kQ).

Continuing in this manner we can choose a sequence of intervals

AG'j, Aj), A(z'2, k2), ■ • ■ such that

(9) z   4A*(i ,k),      77=1,2,..-,
22'       22

(10) A*(i , k  )CA(i k      A,       n= 1, 2,-..,
727       22     — 22— 1'       22— 1 ' '

and

(11) \Skn + l(x)\>n    tot x £ A(in, kn),

77 = 1, 2, ... .   By (10) we let  f e  fT   , A(z , k  ) and observe that (11)J 22 = 1 22 22

and (2) imply that ç £ E.   However, since this is incompatible with (9) our

proof is established by contradiction.

We close this paper by drawing attention to a similar situation for Walsh

series.   Indeed, although the pointwise growth condition used in [3] is believed

to be necessary at every point in the group 2   , all the examples involve

2     analogues of dyadic rationals.   One cannot help but wonder if this growth

condition is also superfluous on the dyadic irrationals.
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L„    MODULARS*p,<¡

HIDEGORO NAKANO

ABSTRACT.   For 1 < p < q, a convex modular mon a linear space S

is called an L       modular if Min fm(x) < m(gx) < Max     . „ irm(x)

for  ¿f > 0 and x e S.   We generalize the Minkowski inequality and the

Holder inequality for   L        modulars.
P,<1

For  1 < p < q, a convex modular 772 on a linear space S is called an

modular if

¿fm(x) < mdtx) < ¿;qm(x)     for  cf > 1   and  x£ S,

P,<¡

and

cfm(x) y m(c;x) > ¿fm(x)     for 0 < cf < 1   and  x £ S.

dular is p-homogeneous if p = q, as defined in [3].

the Minkowski inequality and the Holder inequality for p-homogeneous modu-

An   L        modular is p-homogeneous if p = q, as defined in [3].  We generalized
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